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Abstract. Phishing is when cybercriminal send malicious email designed to trick people into falling for a scam. The intent is often to get users 

to reveal financial information, system credentials, or other sensitive data. In phishing process attackers used fake websites page known as 

phishing page which looks like same as real websites, from that attackers theft all sensitive and private data of the banking websites and any 

other financial websites data. Phishing web pages used for theft user name, password and account detail of social networking sites. To secure 

websites many anti-phishing methods are applied. In this paper JRip, J48, Naïve Bayes (NB) and BayesNet algorithms are applied in Weka for 

phishing website detection using data mining classification model. There are 31 attributes are used in different algorithms to show terms and 

error rates with accuracy. J48 algorithm gives best results in all algo with minimum error rate.  
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1 Introduction 

Phishing is a form of identity theft in which deception is used to trick a user into revealing confidential information with 

economic value.  Similar forms of identity theft, in which worms or viruses install key loggers, are sometimes also referred to as 

phishing.  This report focuses on phishing involving deceptive electronic messages. Attackers trying to track the server 

connection when the sender and receiver process of messages take place. they trying to hack the system through phishing pages 

in which user enter their ID and password mistakenly.  
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Fig.1. Architecture of data stealing 

Criminals such as phishers can afford to invest in technology commensurately with the illegal benefits gained by their crimes.  

Phishers sometimes construct elaborate information flows to cover their tracks and conceal the ultimate destination of 

compromised information.  In some cases, these information flows can contain multiple media, such as compromised “zombie” 

machines, instant messaging, and anonymous peer-to-peer data transfer mechanisms. In this paper, we will use data mining 

techniques and exploit the websites features to establish a large labeled training data, and then yield a classifier integrating these 

features in such a way that new coming websites could be classified correctly. We propose an algorithm for phishing websites 

detection using data mining classification model. 

This paper presented in section 2 related works of Phishing Detection, section 3 presented the classification model and the 

proposed algorithms, section 4 presented experimental evaluation. A discussion and conclusion are given in section 5 and section 

6 respectively. 
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2 Literature Survey 

ZOU FUTAI, PEI BEI and PAN LI[1] Uses Graph Mining technique for web Phishing Detection. It proposed system to detect 

potential phishing that can't be detect by URL analysis. There is visiting relation utilization between user and website. After 

anonym zing these data, they have cleansing dataset and each record includes eight fields: User node number (AD), User SRC 

IP(SRC-IP) access time (TS), Visiting URL (URL), Reference URL(REF), User Agent(UA), access server IP (DSTIP), User 

cookie (cookie). For a client user, he is assigned a unique AD but a variable IP selected from ISP own IP pool.  

In NICK WILLIAMS and SHUJUN LI[2] proposed a system which analysis ACT-R cognitive behaviour architecture model. 

There is a process which represents validity of web pages following by the HTTPS padlock security indicator. ACT-R map well 

onto the phishing use case and that work to more fully represent the human security. 

In GIOVANNI ARMANO, SAMUEL MARCHAL and N.ASOKAN[3] proposed a use of add on in the browser which is Real-

Time Client-Side Phishing Prevention. If any information extracted by any other person, it can use that extracted information 

and can track if it is phish and warn user. A warning message is displayed in the foreground while the background displays the 

phishing webpage darkened by a black semi-transparent layer preventing interactions with the website. 

In RIAD JABRI and BORAN IBRAHIM[4]  proposed a system which analysis Classification model. Proposed system with 

PRISM algorithm with different attributes and data set. Shows experimental results with data set. Preparatory experiments were 

conducted on that dataset using the well-known data mining software WEKA to show the classification effectiveness of the 

machine learning algorithms and to justify the proposed algorithm. Also shows Accuracy and error rate, Number of derived 

rules. 

In HIMANI THAKUR and Dr. SUPREET KAUR[5] proposed a uses technique for web Phishing Detection. It uses 

Classification of protection against phishing: User education, Software-based defence approaches, Protection at network level, 

Authentication-based mechanisms, Client-side tools. It also determines phishing categorization: Body-based feature, Subject-

based features, URL-based features, Script-based features, Sender-based features. 

 In HEMALI SAMPAT, MANISHA SAHARKAR, AJAY PANDEY and HEZAL LOPES[6] proposed a use of add on in the 

browser which is Client-Side Phishing Prevention using the IP Address. If an IP address is used as an alternative of the domain 

name in the URL, users can be sure that someone is trying to steal their personal sensitive information. Sometime phishers use 

long URL to hide some doubtful information in address bar. It can detect that things. 

3 The Proposed Algorithm 

In Bayes algorithm there are BayesNet and NaiveBayes algorithms are applied. Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers. 

There are class membership portabilities, in that portability given sample belongs to a particular class. There are various 

classifier, they known as Bayesian classifier, based on Bayes’ theorem. In Naive Bayesian classifiers effect of an attribute value 

on given class is independent of the values of other attributes. This type of assumption is known as class conditional 

independence. In Bayesian classifiers there is high accuracy and speed when we applied large databases. 

4 Experimental Evaluation 

Experimental Evaluation shows the description of data set and evaluation of the model with accuracy and error rate. 

4.1  Data Set 

A large number of phishing pages with their respective features were explored for this paper. there are following feature- value 

pairs were selected based on the frequency analysis. There are 31 attributes we have used and applied it with various algorithms 

to get results with the accuracy and less error rate. 

Experimental results were conducted on this data set using the well-known data mining software WEKA to show the 

classification effectiveness of the machine learning algorithms and to justify the proposed algorithm. We have tested four 

algorithms (JRip, J48, Naïve Bayes (NB), BayesNet) to show best results with Accuracy and error rate and Number of derived 

rules. 

5 Experimental Results 

We have shown experimental results with NaiveBayes, BayesNet, JRip and J48 algorithms. From all of these J48 gives best 

result which is 95.88 %. All experiment did with 31 attributes with applying all algorithms. 
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Fig.2. Result with NaiveBayes Algo. 

 

Fig.3. Result with BayesNet Algo. 

 

Fig.4. Result with JRip Algo. 
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Fig.5. Result with J48 Algo. 

   

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Results of WEKA's algorithm 

 WEKA Algorithms Accuracy Rate % Error Rate % 

Websites Data NB 92.98 18.12 

BayesNet 93.03 18.11 

JRip 95.02 16.67 

J48 95.88 11.49 

We have applied four theorems in Weka algorithms that represents the accuracy rate and error rate. J48 Algorithm represents the 

best results in comparison of other algorithms. There are two types of error rate Relative absolute error and Root relative squared 

error. Absolute error rate shown in the tabular format. Graph representation shown with accuracy rate in NB, BayesNet, JRip and 

J48 algorithm. 
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Fig.6. Graphical representation of Accuracy rate 

 
Fig.7. Graphical representation of Error rate 

 

 

6 Conclusion 

We have proposed new phishing websites detection model based on Bayes algorithm. an automatic phishing detection system is 

presented. The system utilizes a rich set of features, including hard-to-forge features, captured from many different aspects of the 

corresponding URLs, as well as from distributed vantage points. With using the Majestic top one million list as legitimate URLs 

and blacklists downloaded hourly from PhishTank as phishing URLs, data collection and machine learning experiments are 

conducted to evaluate the proposed methodology. In addition, a previous study is analyzed based on our contemporary dataset. 

Experiment results show that our approach achieves good accuracy for phishing detection, indicating the effectiveness of the 

proposed mechanism. The previous study that is analyzed, on the other hand, exposes a performance decline due to the evolution 

of the phishing ecosystem, while our proposed methodology and feature set demon strates significant superiority. Meanwhile, 

differences between legitimate and phishing websites are revealed based on the case study of some features. 
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In this paper there are three to four algorithms are applied to show the highest accuracy and less error rate. Algorithm J48 gives 

the 95.88% accuracy which is highest then others algorithms. It gives minimum error rate which is 11.49%. We have shown 

accuracy and error rate comparisons in graphical representation. In which BayesNet, NaiveBayes and JRip represents 93.03, 

92.98 and 95.02 % accuracy respectively. And J48 shows 95.88 highest percentage of accuracy. 
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